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© (57) Abstract: A system for infrasonic pressure fluctuation (infrasound) control of a structure defining an interior. The system in
cludes a reversible compressor including a housing defining an interior opening interface open to the interior of the structure and an
exterior opening interface open to an exterior of the structure, and including at least one controllable element to generate positive

o pressure flows and negative pressure flows between the interior opening interface and the exterior opening interface. The system in
cludes a first pressure sensor located to sense pressure indicative of the interior of the structure, a second pressure sensor located to

o sense pressure indicative of the exterior of the structure, and at least one controller configured to control the at least one controllable
element of the compressor to cancel pressure oscillations within the interior of the structure based on the pressures detected by the
first pressure sensor and the second pressure sensor.



SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CONTROL OF INFRASOUND PRESSURES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/866,614 filed August 16, 2013 entitled CONTROL OF

INFRASOUND PRESSURES, the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference

into the Detailed Description of Example Embodiments, below.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Example embodiments generally relate to infrasonic pressure fluctuations

(infrasound), and in particular to systems and methods for controlling of infrasound.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Infrasonic pressure fluctuations (infrasound) can be described as local very low

frequency Barometric pressure fluctuations, and can be generated as a result of either natural

or industrial processes as well as air circulation fans and also large wind turbines. Infrasound

has been implicated in various issues pertaining to human health effects. For example, Sick

Building Syndrome has long been connected to low frequency (inaudible) cyclic pressure

fluctuations due to faulty air circulation systems. Medicinal or natural remedies have been

used when occupants are feeling unwell as a result of these devices. Another conventional

solution is to altogether remove the device which is causing the problem, or to move the

occupant to another dwelling far away from the source.

[0004] For example, the primary purpose of a wind turbine is to generate electricity from

the kinetic power of the wind, while the primary purpose of air circulation fans is to circulate

hot or cool air to achieve a specified temperature. Many such industrial devices merely have

these primary goals in mind. However, many such devices typically are not designed with

infrasound even as a consideration.

[0005] Additional difficulties with existing systems may be appreciated in view of the

Detailed Description of Example Embodiments, below.



SUMMARY

[0006] In an example embodiment, there is provided a system and method for control or

cancellation of infrasonic pressure fluctuations (infrasound) inside a structure such as a

dwelling, vehicle, etc. The source of the unwanted infrasound disruption may be caused from

an industrial process or device such as a large wind turbine, even from seemingly large

distances.

[0007] In an example embodiment, there is provided a system for infrasound control of a

structure defining an interior. The system includes a reversible compressor including a

housing defining an interior opening interface open to the interior of the structure and an

exterior opening interface open to an exterior of the structure, and including at least one

controllable element to generate positive pressure flows and negative pressure flows between

the interior opening interface and the exterior opening interface. The system includes a first

pressure sensor located to sense pressure indicative of the interior of the structure, a second

pressure sensor located to sense pressure indicative of the exterior of the structure, and at

least one controller configured to control the at least one controllable element of the

compressor to cancel pressure oscillations within the interior of the structure based on the

pressures detected by the first pressure sensor and the second pressure sensor.

[0008] In accordance with another example embodiment, there is provided a reversible

infrasonic pressure fluctuation (infrasound) generating compressor, including: a housing

defining a first opening interface and a second opening interface; a rotor for rotating within

the housing including a plurality of blades each having a respective magnet, the plurality of

blades formed of resilient material to twist in a range of positive and negative blade angles to

generate respective positive and negative airflows between the first opening interface and the

second opening interface; a drive device configured to generate positive or negative current;

and an electromagnet controllable by the current from the drive device and positioned to

create a positive or negative magnetic field to magnetically interact with the magnets to

correspondingly twist the respective blades to a corresponding positive or negative blade

angle.

[0009] In accordance with another example embodiment, there is provided a method for

controlling infrasonic pressure fluctuation (infrasound) of a structure defining an interior,

including: determining first pressure sensor information indicative of the interior of the

structure; determining second pressure sensor information indicative of an exterior of the



structure; and controlling, using at least one controller, at least one controllable element of a

reversible compressor which defines an interior opening interface open to the interior of the

structure and an exterior opening interface open to the exterior of the structure, to cancel

pressure oscillations within the interior of the structure based on the determined first and

second pressure sensor information.

[0010] In accordance with an example embodiment, there is provided at least one

controller device for performing any or all of the described methods.

[0011] In accordance with an example embodiment, there is provided a non-transitory

computer-readable medium containing instructions executable by at least one controller

device for performing any or all of the described methods.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] Reference will now be made, by way of example, to the accompanying drawings

which show example embodiments, in which:

[0013] Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a system configured to control infrasonic

pressure fluctuations (infrasound) inside a structure, in accordance with an example

embodiment;

[0014] Figure 2 illustrates a detailed block diagram of the system of Figure 1;

[0015] Figure 3 illustrates another detailed block diagram of the system of Figure 1,

illustrating detail of an electro-mechanical unit;

[0016] Figure 4 illustrates a flow diagram of an example method for controlling

infrasound, in accordance with an example embodiment;

[0017] Figure 5 illustrates a detailed block diagram of an exterior or equivalent pressure

sensor signal conditioning system, of the system of Figure 1, in accordance with an example

embodiment;

[0018] Figure 6 illustrates a detailed block diagram of an interior pressure sensor signal

conditioning system, of the system of Figure 1, in accordance with an example embodiment;

[0019] Figure 7 illustrates a detailed block diagram of a pressure sensor unit, of the

system of Figure 1, in accordance with an example embodiment;



[0020] Figure 8 illustrates an exploded view of an infrasound generating compressor to

be used in the system of Figure 1, in accordance with an example embodiment;

[0021] Figure 9 illustrates in diagrammatic form a partial top-half cross-section of the

assembled infrasound generating compressor of Figure 8, the remaining partial bottom-half

cross-section being substantially a mirror image thereof (not shown here) ;

[0022] Figure 10 illustrates in diagrammatic form a detailed view of Figure 9;

[0023] Figure 1 1 illustrates an axial view of the assembled infrasound generating

compressor of Figure 8;

[0024] Figure 12 illustrates an axial view of a compressor rotor for the infrasound

generating compressor of Figure 8, in accordance with an example embodiment;

[0025] Figure 13 illustrates in diagrammatic form a partial detail cross-section of an

example toroid electromagnetic structure, in accordance with an example embodiment;

[0026] Figure 14 illustrates an end view of an example housing of the infrasound

generating compressor shown in Figure 8, illustrating spinning mode attenuators, in

accordance with an example embodiment;

[0027] Figure 15 illustrates an end view of the example housing of Figure 14, installed

with a screen.

[0028] Figure 16 illustrates in diagrammatic form another example toroid

electromagnetic structure with a similar view as Figure 13, in accordance with another

example embodiment; and

[0029] Figure 17 illustrates in diagrammatic form another example infrasound generating

compressor with a similar view as Figure 9, in accordance with another example

embodiment.

[0030] Similar reference numerals may be used in different figures to denote similar

components.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0031] Neighbors of some types of industrial machines have previously complained of

similar symptoms to that of Sick Building Syndrome, which can be traced to infrasonic



pressure fluctuations (infrasound). For example, some neighbors of large wind turbine

installations appear to be suffering with similar symptoms in their homes following the

installation and operation of large wind turbine generators. Measurements and remediation

measures in both industrial and sick building situations indicate that cyclic infrasonic

pressure fluctuations can be a contributing cause of these symptoms.

[0032] It may be advantageous to provide a method of controlling undesired infrasonic

pressure fluctuations in structures which are occupied by affected people, without requiring

expensive or impractical modification or elimination of the systems generating the

infrasound.

[0033] In an example embodiment, there is provided a system having an electronically

controlled reversible compressor, which is installed between the exterior and interior of a

structure such as a dwelling. The reversibility of the compressor flow direction is such that

the flow through the compressor is fully controllable from zero to plus or minus a controlled

flow rate in a continuously variable fashion at rates that are at least equal to the pressure

fluctuation rates arriving inside the structure. In an example embodiment, the harmonic

content of the pressure fluctuations is controlled, such as the fundamental harmonic and/or

higher order harmonics of the source of the pressure disruption. The system includes an

electronic control system including at least one controller which operates in a closed loop

such that pressure fluctuations sensed by the pressure sensing system are automatically

cancelled by oppositely polarized pressures generated as a function of time by the flow rate

and flow direction of the said reversible compressor by delivering air or removing air from

the volume of the target structure.

[0034] In an example embodiment, there is provided a system for infrasound control of a

structure defining an interior. The system includes a reversible compressor including a

housing defining an interior opening interface open to the interior of the structure and an

exterior opening interface open to an exterior of the structure, and including at least one

controllable element to generate positive pressure flows and negative pressure flows between

the interior opening interface and the exterior opening interface. The system includes a first

pressure sensor located to sense pressure indicative of the interior of the structure, a second

pressure sensor located to sense pressure indicative of the exterior of the structure, and at

least one controller configured to control the at least one controllable element of the

compressor to cancel pressure oscillations within the interior of the structure based on the

pressures detected by the first pressure sensor and the second pressure sensor.



[0035] In accordance with another example embodiment, there is provided a reversible

infrasonic pressure fluctuation (infrasound) generating compressor, including: a housing

defining a first opening interface and a second opening interface; a rotor for rotating within

the housing including a plurality of blades each having a respective magnet, the plurality of

blades formed of resilient material to twist in a range of positive and negative blade angles to

generate respective positive and negative airflows between the first opening interface and the

second opening interface; a drive device configured to generate positive or negative current;

and an electromagnet controllable by the current from the drive device and positioned to

create a positive or negative magnetic field to magnetically interact with the magnets to

correspondingly twist the respective blades to a corresponding positive or negative blade

angle.

[0036] In accordance with another example embodiment, there is provided a method for

controlling infrasonic pressure fluctuation (infrasound) of a structure defining an interior,

including: determining first pressure sensor information indicative of the interior of the

structure; determining second pressure sensor information indicative of an exterior of the

structure; and controlling, using at least one controller, at least one controllable element of a

reversible compressor which defines an interior opening interface open to the interior of the

structure and an exterior opening interface open to the exterior of the structure, to cancel

pressure oscillations within the interior of the structure based on the determined first and

second pressure sensor information.

[0037] Reference is first made to Figures 1 and 2, which illustrate in block diagram form

a system 100 configured to control or cancel infrasonic pressure fluctuations (infrasound)

inside a structure 102, in accordance with an example embodiment. In some example

embodiments, the structure 102 can be a room, dwelling, building, vehicle, etc., or at least a

part thereof. As shown in Figure 2, the structure 102 defines an interior 104 and has a

corresponding exterior 106. In some example embodiments, the exterior 106 may have a

source (not shown) of unwanted infrasound, which may be caused from an industrial process

or device (not shown) such as a large wind turbine. In other example embodiments, the

exterior 106 may be another room or source of unwanted pressure oscillations, such as from

an HVAC or utility room, circulating system, propeller, etc., for example.

[0038] In accordance with an example embodiment, the system 100 includes an exterior

pressure sensor 108, an interior pressure sensor 110, at least one controller 112, and a

controllable electro-mechanical unit 114 which includes a reversible compressor 116 or



two-way compressor. Generally, the at least one controller 112 is configured to control the

compressor 116 to cancel positive and negative pressure oscillations within the interior 104

of the structure 102 based on the pressures detected by the interior pressure sensor 110 and

the exterior pressure sensor 108. The pressure within the interior 104 of the structure 102 is

controlled at a relatively constant value as a function of time, thereby substantially

suppressing undesired pressure disturbances that would be disturbing the interior 104 of the

structure 102 from the exterior 106 of the structure 102. At least some of the controller 112

can be part of the compressor, in some example embodiments.

[0039] Referring to Figure 2, the exterior pressure sensor 108 is located to sense pressure

indicative of the exterior 106 of the structure 102, and provide an associated signal in

proportion to the amount of pressure sensed. This location may be in a volume which is

effectively isolated from the control area such as a dwelling attic, or an external or separate

building or room, or the outside ambient environment which is also subject to the externally

sourced nuisance infrasound. As well, the interior pressure sensor 110 is located to sense

pressure indicative of the interior 104 of the structure 102, and provide an associated signal in

proportion to the amount of pressure sensed. This is the control environment to be controlled,

wherein the pressure is controlled to be relatively constant.

[0040] Figure 3 illustrates a detailed block diagram of the system 100 of Figure 1,

illustrating detail of the electro-mechanical unit 114. Referring to Figures 2 and 3, the

compressor 116 includes a housing 118 which defines an interior opening interface 120 open

to the interior 104 of the structure 102 and an exterior opening interface 122 open to the

exterior 106 of the structure 102. Within the housing 118, there is at least one controllable

element 130 of the compressor 116 such as a magnetic blade or blade (not shown here) that

can be controlled by an electromagnet 812 (Figure 8) driven by a coil current 124 provided

from an amplifier 140. In an example embodiment, the compressor 116 also includes its own

pressure transducer 128. Referring to Figure 3, in an example embodiment the at least one

controllable element 130 of the compressor 116 is further controlled using a direct internal

pressure negative feedback signal 126, using information from the pressure transducer 128, in

a negative feedback loop configuration, as shown. This provides that the desired specified

amount of current from the controller 112 is being properly performed by the compressor

116. The power amplifier (e.g. class D) is incorporated with a frequency response e.g. down

to below 0.05Hz.



[0041] Referring again to Figure 2, in some example embodiments, the at least one

controller 112 can include a number of modules or boxes, and can generally include a first set

of one or more electronic filters 132 for signals received from the exterior pressure sensor

108, and a second set of one or more second electronic filters 134 for signals received from

the interior pressure sensor 110. The filters 132, 134 can include band-pass filters to filter at

least one or numerous harmonics, including a fundamental harmonic, second harmonic, third

harmonic, etc. In some example embodiments, the at least one controller 112 can also include

at least one phase shift controller 136 to adjust any phase difference between the pressure

signals of the exterior pressure sensor 108 and the interior pressure sensor 110. In some

example embodiments, the at least one controller 112 can also include at least one gain

controller 138 for determining and applying the amount of gain to the signal. In an example

embodiment, the resultant signal which is sent to the driver 140 is typically the signal of the

external pressure sensor 108, which is processed, inverted, filtered and/or phase shifted, with

a gain factor. In an example embodiment, the gain factor is dependent from the pressure

signals of the exterior pressure sensor 108 and the interior pressure sensor 110. An inverter

(not shown here) can also be used to invert the signal, as appropriate, to cancel the detected

interior pressure depending on the particular system setup. The signal (or an inverted signal)

from the gain controller 138 is sent to the power amplifier/coil driver 140 to cancel the

pressure oscillations within the interior 104. These modules are described in greater detail

below.

[0042] Reference is now made to Figure 4, which illustrates a flow diagram of an

example method 400 for controlling infrasound of the structure 102 using the system 100

(Figure 2), in accordance with an example embodiment. At least some of the method 400

may be performed by the at least one controller 112, for example. At event 402, the interior

pressure sensor 110 senses the interior pressure, and the at least one controller 112

accordingly determines the pressure sensor information from the interior pressure sensor 110.

At event 404, the exterior pressure sensor 108 senses the exterior pressure, and the at least

one controller 112 accordingly determines the pressure sensor information from the exterior

pressure sensor 108. At event 406, the band pass filter(s) 134 band pass filter specified

harmonics from the pressure sensor information indicative of the interior 104 of the structure

102. At event 408, the band pass filters 132 band pass filter specified harmonics from the

pressure sensor information indicative of the exterior 106 of the structure 102. Accordingly,



this results in at least one order of harmonics that can be individually determined from each

of the pressure sensors 108, 110 (Figure 2).

[0043] Still referring to Figure 4, at event 410, the at least one controller 112 computes

the required pressure cancellation data that is required for the compressor 116 to cancel the

oscillating disruptions of the interior 104 of the structure 102, based on the determined at

least one order of harmonics from each of the pressure sensors 108, 110. This typically

requires determining an amount of gain to apply to each of the band pass filtered harmonics

of the pressure sensor information indicative of the exterior 106 of the structure 102, phase

shifted as appropriate. The amount of gain may be based on the determined first and second

pressure sensor information. At event 412, the at least one controller 112 controls the

compressor 116 with an amount of drive derived from the exterior pressure sensor signal,

band pass filtered and phase shifted to generate the applicable negative infrasound pressure

for each of the determined order harmonic, to cancel those pressure harmonics from the

control space.

[0044] Figure 7 illustrates a detailed block diagram of a pressure sensor 700, in

accordance with an example embodiment, which can be illustrative of one or both of the

pressure sensors 108, 110 shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The pressure sensor 700 includes a

differential pressure transducer 702 for detecting pressure changes and providing a signal

indicative thereof. The differential pressure transducer 702 is biased by a reference voltage

704 (12 V in this example) and an aluminum casing 716 defining a reference volume 706

having an associated reference pressure. The reference volume 706 is typically the steady

state pressure which is only affected by gradual changes in the ambient. A restrictor 708 is

used for equalizing the reference volume 706 to the surrounding ambient, steady state or

average ambient pressure. The differential pressure transducer 702 receives air input 710

from surrounding air and provides a voltage signal in proportion to the pressure changes or

oscillations of the air input 710 with respect to the reference volume 706. This voltage signal

therefore is representative of the detected pressure information, being the delta in pressure

from the reference volume 706. A first amplifier 712 and second amplifier 714 provide gains

to the voltage signal from the differential pressure transducer 702. By way of example only,

the output signal from the second amplifier 714 can be +2.26 Volts per Pascal (V / Pa), from

the reference volume 706. In some example embodiments, some of the functions of the

pressure sensor 700 can be performed by the at least one controller 112. For example, in an

alternate embodiment the at least one controller 112 may be used to determine the steady



state reference pressure using an average or moving average, etc. This can be determined

using raw pressure data detected from the pressure sensor 700, which may not require the

reference pressure.

[0045] The at least one controller 112 of the system 100 will now be described in greater

detail, with reference to Figure 5 which illustrates a detailed block diagram of an exterior or

equivalent pressure sensor signal conditioning system 500 for the pressure sensor information

from the exterior pressure sensor 108, and Figure 6 which illustrates a detailed block diagram

of an interior pressure sensor signal conditioning system 600 for the pressure sensor

information from the interior pressure sensor 110, in accordance with an example

embodiment.

[0046] Generally, the at least one controller 112 includes electronic signal filtering of

harmonics of the pressure sensors 108, 110, in conjunction with phase shift control, to

provide a calculated coil current 124 (Figure 2) with appropriate current magnitudes and

frequencies, to control the air density within the interior 104, thus controlling the pressure

within the interior 104 at a relatively constant value as a fiinction of time, thus substantially

suppressing undesired pressure oscillations.

[0047] The filtering of the pressure information from the pressure sensors 108, 110 can

generally be configured with two sets of effectively parallel electronically tuneable band-pass

filters 132, 134. The number of filters for each set of filters 132, 134 can be equal to a

specified number of significant harmonic components in the infrasound signals entering the

interior 104 from the source of disruption, from the exterior 106. The trade-off for

considering more harmonics is the additional amount of filters and/or processing required. In

the examples shown in Figures 5 and 6, for example five harmonics are considered, with the

first set of band-pass filters 132 having five filters including the fundamental harmonic and

the second to fifth order harmonics. The example shown also has the second set of band-pass

filters 134 having five filters, for the same order of harmonics.

[0048] Referring now to Figure 5, the pressure sensor information from the exterior

pressure sensor 108 is processed by the band-pass filters 132. For example, this provides a

reference pressure signal indicative of the exterior 106 (Figure 2). In some example

embodiments, the exterior pressure sensor 108 may be in a volume which is effectively

isolated from the control area interior 106 such as a dwelling attic or an external or separate

building or room, anywhere indicative of the pressure of the exterior opening interface 122,



or simply the outside ambient environment which is also subject to the externally sourced

nuisance infrasound.

[0049] Referring now to Figure 6, the second set of band-pass filters 134 is fed pressure

sensor information from the interior pressure sensor 110, which can be located within the

control area interior 106 where maximum suppression of the infrasound is desired, anywhere

indicative of the pressure at the interior opening interface 120, or an area indicative of the

interior 106, such as part of or located next to a thermostat or barometer. Both sets of

band-pass filters 132, 134 can be essentially identical, and may be set up such that they are

configured to pass the fundamental infrasound frequency causing the problem, and each of

both the odd and even harmonics related to the fundamental frequency.

[0050] Referring again to Figure 5, a Phase Locked Loop system (PLL) 502 is fed the

pressure sensor information from the exterior pressure sensor 108. Once the PLL 502 locks

onto at least one or all of the harmonics, a signal can be sent to indicate a phase lock 506. In

other example embodiments, instead of signal, a flag, alerts, indicator, etc., can be used.

Signal information from the PLL 502 is used by a central harmonic clock generator 504 to

generate a series of harmonically related clock signals, which control the band-pass

frequencies of both sets of filters 132, 134, by locking onto at least one of the harmonics of

the nuisance source frequency arriving at the structure 102. In some example embodiments,

an additional fixed frequency band-pass filter 508 may be used as a part of the PLL 502, to

limit the frequency band that may be applied to the system input to the PLL 502. In some

example embodiments, a search feature is incorporated into the PLL 502, which causes a

Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) of the PLL 502 to sweep over a wider range than the

nominal capture range of the PLL 502, to ensure that the PLL 502 locks into an appropriate

nuisance signal, the frequency of which may be variable at various times (e.g. wind turbines

and other machine often vary in operating frequency).

[0051] Referring again to block 506, a "Locked In" signal is generated by the PLL 502,

which inhibits the search function controlling the VCO and acts as a reset when no signal is

locked, e.g. controls the state of integrators 606 circuitry of the system 600 (Figure 6). A loss

of lock signal (e.g. not locked in) is significantly delayed following the loss of a nuisance

signal, such that normal interruptions of the nuisance infrasound / noise signal do not

immediately result in any changes to the integrator function (the complete function will

become clear as the full description is understood). Loss of lock, or a loss of lock that

exceeds a pre-determined period of time, results in the "locked in" signal being reset, which



results in a reset signal being sent to the integrators 606, and the search function related to the

VCO sweep circuit is re-initialized to re-search out a nuisance signal.

[0052] The exterior (reference) pressure sensor information signals can pass through a

buffer 510 which are then band-pass filtered by the band-pass filters 132, and are therefore

separated into the individual Fourier components by the band-pass filters 132. The filtered

signals for each order of harmonic are fed into individual phase shift controllers 512 and/or

inverters (as appropriate). Individual gain controllers 514 for each harmonic are used to apply

a gain element to each harmonic of the received signals, which are provided to a summing

amplifier 516, where the signal conditioned Fourier components are re-combined into a

composite signal. The composite signal is fed to the power amplifier/coil driver 140 to cancel

the pressure oscillations within the interior 104, representative of the one or more harmonic

frequencies. The phase shift controllers 512 compensate each Fourier component to shift the

phase(s) (remove phase differences) of the exterior pressure sensor 108 to match the pressure

signal of the interior pressure sensor 110, as some amount of phase lag between the exterior

signal and the interior signal is expected.

[0053] Referring to Figure 6, the interior pressure sensor information signals can pass

through a buffer 602 which are then band-pass filtered by the band-pass filters 134, and are

therefore separated into the individual Fourier components by the band-pass filters 134. The

band-pass filters 134 can be clocked or controlled by the same harmonic clock generator 504

as the exterior system 500. The individual order of harmonic signals are then sent to a

respective multiplier 604, which can be an analog multiplier, which are multiplied by the

same respective order harmonic signals of the phase-shifted exterior pressure signal

information from the phase shift controllers 512 (Figure 5). The multipliers 604 generate the

product of the phase corrected external (reference) signal and the inside (controlled area)

signal, for each order of harmonic.

[0054] The multiplied signals for each respective Fourier component (order of harmonic)

are sent to respective integrators 606. The output from the integrators 606 are used to control

the gain-controllers 514 (Figure 5). This configuration results in a DC voltage from the

analog multipliers output (i.e. similar to synchronous detection or synchronous rectification),

which has a magnitude proportional to the product of the exterior reference (outside)

amplitude of a given Fourier component times the interior (inside) corresponding Fourier

component. The integrators 606 integrates this value over time causing the gain-controllers

514 to adjust the magnitude of that Fourier component in the composite signal from the



summing amplifier 516, until the multiplier product approaches zero. The interior sensed

pressure signal from the interior pressure sensor 110 is thus minimized to an effectively zero

amplitude over a period of time determined by the integrator time function. If the exterior

pressure signal from the exterior pressure sensor 108 (e.g. the source of the interior pressure

disruption) should diminish, the interior signal will also diminish, maintaining the state of the

integrators 606 at the same condition (i.e. no change in gain due to changes in nuisance

source amplitude). This will maintain the state of the integrators 606 at the ready if the source

amplitude recovers within a specified time delay period. For example, there may be periodic

variation in source amplitude as a result of multiple sources of very similar amplitudes and

frequency of infrasound arriving at the single location, from several wind turbines e.g. a beat

frequency phenomenon.

[0055] The combined functioning of the integrator 606, gain controller 514 in

conjunction with the analog multipliers 604 and interior /exterior sensors 108, 110 is to

effectively determine a transfer function between the exterior infrasound source and the

interior infrasound reception, such that the inverse of the exterior signal as it appears in the

interior can be applied to the interior of the structure 102 to substantially cancel out the

related interior infrasound magnitude.

[0056] Reference is now made to Figures 8 to 15, which illustrate an example

embodiment of the reversible compressor 116, and illustrates in detail the electro-mechanical

components thereof. Reference is first made to Figure 8, which illustrates an exploded view

of the compressor 116, which can for example be an axial compressor. The compressor 116

can, for example, be installed or retrofit in between the exterior 106 and the interior 104 of

the structure 102 (Figure 2), to create pressure flows between the exterior 106 and the interior

104 and controlled in the manner as described herein. For example, the compressor 116 can

be installed or retrofit similar to that of a window air conditioning unit (not shown).

[0057] In the example embodiment shown in Figure 8, the compressor 116 includes an

exterior housing 802 and an interior housing 804 which collectively form the main housing

118 of the compressor 116, and which can be connected together. A rotor 810 is positioned

between the exterior housing 802 and the interior housing 804, which can be held in place by

a central drive shaft 848. The drive shaft 848 is typically driven at a relatively high RPM, for

example to hundreds or thousands of RPM, and can be controlled by the at least one

controller 112 or by a separate power source, for example. The drive shaft 848 can be drive at

a constant speed, in an example embodiment. An electromagnet 812 in the form of a toroid



assembly with coil circumferentially surrounds the rotor 810, while the interior housing 804

circumferentially surrounds the electromagnet 812.

[0058] In some example embodiments, the exterior housing 802 defines an opening

interface 806 which is open to the exterior 106 through a respective flow passage(s) 814,

while the interior housing 804 defines an opening interface 808 which is open to the interior

104 through a respective flow passage(s) 816. As shown in Figure 9, the flow passages 814,

816 can be tapered towards the rotor 810.

[0059] As shown in Figure 8, the rotor 810 includes a compressor disc 822 and a plurality

of blades 818 which radially extend from respective blade stems 846 which are mounted to

the compressor disc 822. In an example embodiment, the compressor disc 822 is driven by a

driver motor 824 (Figure 9), for example, at a relatively constant speed. In another example

embodiment, not shown, the speed of the drive motor 824 is yet another variable to be

controlled, at variable speed, as part of the overall variable control loop by the one or more

controllers 112.

[0060] In an example embodiment, the blades 818 are generally positioned between the

two flow passages 814, 816, to generate airflows in a controlled manner there through, for

example to create input or output flows between the exterior 106 and the interior 104. In an

example embodiment, the blades 818 are magnetic, for example each blade 818 can have a

respective magnet 820 at the respective end. In other example embodiments, not shown, the

blades 818 themselves are at least partly formed of magnetic material.

[0061] In an example embodiment, in a normal or resting state, each blade 818 can be

blade shaped or flat and be oriented perpendicular to that of the flow passages 814, 816,

which can be considered zero degrees as a reference angle. In other words, the blades 818 are

parallel to the direction of rotation of the rotor 810. In this state, no air flow (other than

incidental) should occur as a result of rotating of the compressor disc 822. In an example

embodiment, the plurality of blades 818 are formed of resilient material to act as a torsion

spring, to twist in a range of positive and negative blade angles to generate respective positive

and negative airflows between the exterior opening interface 806 and the interior opening

interface 808, in combination with the relatively constant rotation of the compression disc

822. In other example embodiments, the blades 818 can be curved, double s-shaped, or other

suitable blade shapes. This amount of twisting of the blades 818 is variable controlled by the



electromagnet 812, which results in generation of pressure oscillations, described in detail

next.

[0062] Referring still to Figure 8, the electromagnet 812 is shown as first toroid half 830

and second toroid half 832 which circumferentially surrounds the rotor 810. The second toroid

half 832 can include a coil winding 834. Each of the halves 830, 832 can be formed of solid

mild steel, for example with powdered iron pole pieces. The toroid halves 830, 832 contact

each other on the respective outside diameter 838, 840, but the poles do not contact each other

on the inside diameters 842, 844. A magnetic field is generated by the coil winding 834 across

the gap (in an axial direction) defined by the inside diameters 842, 844 in a typically semi

circular magnetic flux pattern. A driver 140 (Figure 2) is configured to provide positive or

negative current to the coil winding 834. For example, referring to Figure 2, the power

amplifier / coil driver 140 provides the coil current 124 in a controlled manner at one or more

frequencies. The inside diameters 842, 844 of the toroid halves 830, 832 therefore define

opposite magnetic poles as a result of the coil current 124.

[0063] Reference is now made to Figures 9 and 10, which illustrates in detail how the

electromagnet 812 influences the blades 818. The magnets 820 of the blades 818 run very close

to the continuous poles all the way round the inside diameter 842, 844 of the toroid as the rotor

810 rotates. The magnets 820 are positioned to be magnetically influenced by both poles and

depending on which pole is north and which pole is south, causes the blade 818 to twist or

torque in one direction or the other, and the torque is dependent on the amount of coil current

124 applied by the power amplifier / coil driver 140. Accordingly, the blade angle of the blade

818 is controlled by the coil current, and provides a corresponding positive or negative airflow

through the flow passages 814, 816 (Figure 8). In an example embodiment, all blade mounted

magnets 820 are oriented in the same north south direction during assembly, so that a same

direction of flow is provided by each blade 818 and respective blade angle. Note that the

electromagnet 812 does not deliver any rotational torque to the rotor 810, rather, that drive can

come from a separate drive motor 824 (Figure 9) via the central drive shaft 848, typically at a

constant speed. As well, the positive and negative flows are readily performed by controlling

the coil current 124, which does not require having to reverse the spinning momentum of the

direction of the drive shaft 848, for example.

[0064] As best shown in Figure 12, the compressor disc 822 can be formed of a disc of thin

material, and cut, formed or mounted with components in such a way as to form the blades 818.

In some example embodiments, the rotor 810 can also be manufactured from non-metallic



materials such as plastic, as a single injection molded component with magnets either

incorporated during the molding process or added separately later. In some other example

embodiments, carbon fiber may also be used as some or all of the material for the blades 818,

for resiliency and long term durability.

[0065] Referring again to Figure 10, when the control current 124 in the coil 834 is at zero

amps, the magnetic attraction of both poles of the spinning permanent magnets 820 mounted on

the blades 818 are equal to each of the poles of the inside diameters 842, 844, thus zero torque

is applied to each of the blades 818, and all of the blades 818 remain in a neutral position or

zero degrees.

[0066] As the DC current in the coil 834 is increased, the poles defined by the inside

diameters 842, 844 become more and more magnetized in a given polarity, North or South.

This action causes the end poles of the permanent magnets 820 to become attracted to the

opposite magnetic pole defined by the inside diameters 842, 844, resulting in a twisting torque

being applied to each of the rotating blades 818 of the compressor disc 822 causing the blades

818 to twist a certain amount based on the torsion spring balance against the magnetic torque

moment.

[0067] The degree of twist of each blade 8 18 is proportional to the magnitude of current in

the coil 834. The torsional stiffness of the blade stem 846 (Figure 12), which can be mounted to

the compressor disc 822 (best shown in Figure 12), provides a torsional spring force against

which the magnetic torque reacts, providing a balancing force at a given blade angle as a

function of magnetic torque. With a given polarity of current to the coil 834, the blade angle is

such that airflow is forced in one direction through the air flow passages 814, 816. All magnets

820 are positioned with the same polarity arrangement on all blades 818, to obtain the same

direction of twist in each case. Applying the opposite direction of current flow in the coil 834

reverses the direction of blade twist and as such airflow direction through the air flow passages

814, 816.

[0068] By cyclically varying the current in the coil 834, the blade angle of each blade 818

can be cyclically varied at a determined frequency or frequencies which account for higher

order harmonics, resulting in the flow and pressures developed by the compressor 116

cyclically varying in proportion to the coil current 124 magnitude and polarity.

[0069] The blade 818 control from the coil current 124 results in the barometric pressure in

the structure 102 to vary proportionally as the density of air within the dwelling, to vary as a



function of time according to the direction and rate of airflow through the compressor 116,

which can be used to cancel unwanted pressure oscillations. The amount of control is

dependent on the coil current 124 signals provided by the at least one controller 112, with

pressure signal information received from the exterior pressure sensor 108 and the interior

pressure sensor 110. The pressure signal information are used to control the coil current 124

applied to the coil 834, in such a way as to cancel the pressure within the desired interior 104 as

a function of the cyclic barometric pressure frequencies and/or harmonics of interest.

[0070] A noise attenuation feature in accordance with an example embodiment will now be

described, with reference now to Figure 14. Figure 14 shows in detail an example of the interior

opening interface 808 side of the interior housing 804. A similar arrangement can be included

in the exterior housing 802, but is typically not required as the noise can typically dissipate into

the ambient of the exterior 106.

[0071] A plurality of tubes 1400 can be provided on the interior opening interface 808 side.

Each tube 1400 can be e.g. on or about .017 meters in diameter, and on or about .075 meters

depth. The shape of the tubes 1400 attenuate spinning modes up to about 10 kilohertz, but will

allow plane waves and air flow to pass through. This is used to block the propagation of

spinning modes from the rotor 810 into the interior space, for example. This is used to

minimize potential blade passing noise from the compressor 116, which would propagate out

from the interior opening interface 808 into the interior 104 of the structure 102. In practice, the

fundamental blade passing frequency has been found to only be about 650 Hz, but additional

harmonics can be generated by the stator vane interaction. This feature can allow the

compressor 116 to be driven via the drive motor 824 (Figure 9), at higher speeds without an

increase in the interaction noise. In other example embodiments, not shown, other

configurations and shapes can be used, such as hexagonal tubes, and/or or such as in a

honeycomb configuration, for example.

[0072] Referring now to Figure 15, the interior housing 804 and the tubes 1400 can be

covered by a screen 1500, which permits airflow but filters and prevents foreign objects from

entering the interior opening interface 808. A similar type of screen (not shown) can be

mounted to the exterior housing 802.

[0073] Referring again to Figure 8, in an example embodiment, a plurality of housing

mounted stator vanes 850 of the exterior housing 802 can further define the air flow passage

814. Similarly, a plurality of housing mounted stator vanes 852 of the interior housing 804 can



further define the air flow passage 816. In an example embodiment, the stator vanes 850, 852

are about one inch in depth. In an example embodiment, the stator vanes 850, 852 are stationary

or static. These stator vanes 850, 852 can assist in redirection or collimation of the airflows

through the air flow passages 814, 816. These stator vanes 850, 852 can be at a fixed parallel

angle or at a biased angle, for example.

[0074] Another example embodiment of housing mounted stator vanes 1700, 1702 is

illustrated in Figure 17, in accordance with an alternate example embodiment. Similar

reference numbers are used where appropriate for convenience of reference. The example

embodiment shown in Figure 17 includes, at the exterior housing 802 side, a plurality of

radially extending non-rotating housing mounted stator vanes 1700 (one shown in this view), a

respective vane stem 1702, and a respective magnet 1704 mounted at the end of each vane

1700. At the interior housing 804 side, there may also be a second plurality of radially

extending non-rotating housing mounted stator vanes 1706 (one shown in this view), a

respective vane stem 1708, and a respective magnet 1710 mounted at the end of each vane

1706.

[0075] As shown in Figure 17, when the control current 124 in the coil 834 is at zero amps,

the magnetic attraction of both poles of the spinning permanent magnets 820 mounted on the

rotating blades 818 are equal to each of the poles of the inside diameters 842, 844, thus zero

torque is applied to each of the blades 818, and all of the blades remain in a neutral position or

zero degrees. The same is true for the non-rotating variable stator vanes 1700, 1706 and their

respective magnets 1704, 1706.

[0076] As the DC current in the coil 834 is increased, the magnetic poles defined by the

inside diameters 842, 844 become more and more magnetized in a given polarity, North or

South. This action causes the end poles of the permanent magnets 820 to become attracted to

the opposite magnetic pole defined by the inside diameters 842, 844, resulting in a twisting

torque being applied to each of the rotating blades 818 of the compressor disc 822 causing the

blades 818 to twist a certain amount based on the torsion spring balance against the magnetic

torque moment. As well, the same resultant magnetic field causes a twisting torque being

applied to each of the stator vanes 1700, 1706 to twist a certain amount based on the torsion

spring balance against the magnetic torque moment.

[0077] The degree of twist of each blade 8 18 is proportional to the magnitude of current in

the coil 834. With a given polarity of current to the coil 834, the blade angle is such that airflow



is forced in one direction through the air flow passages 814, 816 (all magnets are positioned

with the same polarity arrangement on all blades 818), and with appropriate magnetic direction

of the magnets 1704, 1710 on the stator vanes 1700, 1706, to obtain the appropriate direction of

twist in each case. Applying the opposite direction of current flow in the coil 834 reverses the

direction of blade or vane twist and as such airflow direction through the air flow passages 814,

816.

[0078] In an alternate example embodiment, not shown, the stator vanes 1700, 1706 are

pivotally or hingedly mounted to the respective housing 802, 804. Operation of the coil 834

results in rotation of the stator vanes 1700, 1706 about a pivot point, to affect airflow in

combination with the main rotating blades 818. The stator vanes 1700, 1706 can be formed of

rigid of resilient material in some example embodiments. The stator vanes 1700, 1706 can be

flat or curved in some example embodiments.

[0079] Figure 16 illustrates another example toroid coil of an electromagnet 812A with a

similar view as Figure 13, in accordance with another example embodiment. This

electromagnet 812A can be used instead of the above-described electromagnet 812, for

example. The electromagnet 812A is shown as first toroid half 830A and second toroid half

832A for circumferentially surrounding the rotor 810. A coil winding 834A surrounds The

toroid halves 830A, 832A contact each other on the respective outside diameter 838A, 840A,

but the poles do not contact each other on the inside diameters 842A, 844A. The inside

diameters 842A, 844A are of a different shape which terminate at a point which is more

radially outward, which generates a different shape of the magnetic field, as well as providing

additional clearance for the blades 818, for example.

[0080] In some example embodiments, infrasound can be considered pressure changes

that are at least lower in frequency than 20 Hertz or cycles per second, for example. In some

example embodiments, the system 100 is able to handle frequencies which are higher or

lower depending on the frequency of the original source of the pressure disturbance.

[0081] Variations may be made in some example embodiments. In some example

embodiments, the described systems can be manufactured, installed, applied or retrofit to any

structure, premises, or vehicle where there is infrasound or periodic variance in pressure. For

example, a boat or ship which is travelling can result in pressure variances within any of the

structures or rooms from the rise and fall from the waters. An air vehicle such as an airplane



or helicopter may experience pressure variances within the housing frame from external

natural or artificial sources and/or its own propellers.

[0082] In some example embodiments, reference to controllers includes analog controller

devices, digital controller devices, and/or a combination of analog and digital controller

devices. At least some of all of the functions of the controller can be performed by a digital

microprocessor system and/or digital signal processing (DSP) technology.

[0083] In some example embodiments, the described systems and reversible compressors

can be used for reducing discomfort or sickness of an occupant within the structure due to an

external infrasound source.

[0084] In accordance with an example embodiment, there is provided a non-transitory

computer-readable medium containing instructions executable by at least one controller

device or processor device for performing any or all of the described methods.

[0085] In any or all of the described methods, the boxes or algorithm lines may represent

events, steps, functions, processes, modules, state-based operations, etc. While some of the

above examples have been described as occurring in a particular order, it will be appreciated

by persons skilled in the art that some of the steps or processes may be performed in a

different order provided that the result of the changed order of any given step will not prevent

or impair the occurrence of subsequent steps. Furthermore, some of the messages or steps

described above may be removed or combined in other embodiments, and some of the

messages or steps described above may be separated into a number of sub-messages or

sub-steps in other embodiments. Even further, some or all of the steps may be repeated, as

necessary. Elements described as methods or steps similarly apply to systems or

subcomponents, and vice-versa. Reference to such words as "sending" or "receiving" could

be interchanged depending on the perspective of the particular device.

[0086] While some example embodiments have been described, at least in part, in terms

of methods, a person of ordinary skill in the art will understand that some example

embodiments are also directed to the various components for performing at least some of the

aspects and features of the described processes, be it by way of hardware components,

software or any combination of the two, or in any other manner. Moreover, some example

embodiments are also directed to a pre-recorded storage device or other similar

computer-readable medium including program instructions stored thereon for performing the

processes described herein. The computer-readable medium includes any non-transient



storage medium, such as RAM, ROM, flash memory, compact discs, USB sticks, DVDs,

HD-DVDs, or any other such computer-readable memory devices.

[0087] Although not specifically illustrated, it will be understood that the devices

described herein can include one or more processors or controllers and associated memory.

The memory may include one or more application program, modules, or other programming

constructs containing computer-executable instructions that, when executed by the one or

more processors or controllers, implement the methods or processes described herein.

[0088] The various embodiments presented above are merely examples and are in no way

meant to limit the scope of this disclosure. Variations of the innovations described herein will

be apparent to persons of ordinary skill in the art, such variations being within the intended

scope of the present disclosure. In particular, features from one or more of the

above-described embodiments may be selected to create alternative embodiments comprised

of a sub-combination of features which may not be explicitly described above. In addition,

features from one or more of the above-described embodiments may be selected and

combined to create alternative embodiments comprised of a combination of features which

may not be explicitly described above. Features suitable for such combinations and

sub-combinations would be readily apparent to persons skilled in the art upon review of the

present disclosure as a whole. The subject matter described herein intends to cover and

embrace all suitable changes in technology.



CLAIMS:

1. A system for infrasonic pressure fluctuation (infrasound) control of a structure

defining an interior, comprising:

a reversible compressor including a housing defining an interior opening interface

open to the interior of the structure and an exterior opening interface open to an exterior of

the structure, and including at least one controllable element to generate positive pressure

flows and negative pressure flows between the interior opening interface and the exterior

opening interface;

a first pressure sensor located to sense pressure indicative of the interior of the

structure;

a second pressure sensor located to sense pressure indicative of the exterior of the

structure; and

at least one controller configured to control the at least one controllable element of the

compressor to cancel pressure oscillations within the interior of the structure based on the

pressures detected by the first pressure sensor and the second pressure sensor.

2 . The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the at least one controller controls the at

least one controllable element at a specified frequency or frequencies.

3 . The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the specified frequency or frequencies

include an infrasound frequency or at least lower in frequency than 20 Hertz.

4 . The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the pressure within the interior of the

structure is controlled at a relatively constant value as a function of time.

5 . The system as claimed in claim 1, further comprising a first set of at least one

band-pass filters each configured to individually band-pass filter at least one order of

harmonic signal from the first pressure sensor, and a second set of at least one band-pass

filters each configured to individually band-pass filter at least one order harmonic signal from

the second pressure sensor, wherein the at least one controller is configured to control the at

least one controllable element of the compressor based on each of the filtered harmonic

signals.



6 . The system as claimed in claim 5, further comprising a phase-shift controller for

phase-shifting pressure sensor information of the second pressure sensor to compensate for

any phase difference between the pressures detected from the first pressure sensor and the

second pressure sensor.

7 . The system as claimed in claim 5, further comprising a phase locked loop configured

to generate a corresponding signal when locked onto at least one of the harmonics, wherein

the at least one controller is configured to cancel the pressure oscillations only when the

phase locked loop has a lock onto at least one of the harmonics or for a specified period of

time after losing the lock.

8 . The system as claimed in claim 5, further comprising at least one gain controller each

for one of the harmonics to which output collectively controls the at least one controllable

element, each gain controller providing a respective one of the at least one order harmonic

signal from the second pressure sensor with a respective gain factor, wherein the respective

gain factor of each at least one gain controller is based from at least a same order of harmonic

signal from the first pressure sensor.

9 . The system as claimed in claim 8, further comprising at least one multiplier which

each multiplies one order of harmonic signal of the first pressure sensor with a same order of

harmonic signal of the second pressure sensor which is phase-shifted to match the respective

harmonic signal of the first pressure sensor, and further comprising at least one integrator

which each integrates output from a respective multiplier, wherein the respective gain factor

of the at least one gain controller is determined from a signal provided respectively by the at

least one integrator.

10. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the at least one controller is configured to

determine at least one order harmonic signal detected from the first pressure sensor and at

least one same order harmonic detected from the second pressure sensor, and wherein

controlling the at least one controllable element of the compressor further includes cancelling

pressure oscillations from each of the determined harmonics.

11. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first pressure sensor and the second

pressure sensor are configured to send pressure sensor information representative of a

difference between the sensed pressure and a reference pressure.



12. The system as claimed in claim 11, further comprising a casing which defines a

reference volume for the reference pressure, and further comprising a restrictor for permitting

passage of steady state ambient air to or from the casing.

13. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the compressor further comprises:

a rotor for rotating within the housing including a plurality of blades each having a

respective magnet, the plurality of blades formed of resilient material to twist in a range of

positive and negative blade angles to generate respective positive and negative airflows

between the first opening interface and the second opening interface;

a drive device configured to generate positive or negative current; and

an electromagnet controllable by the current from the drive device and positioned to

create a positive or negative magnetic field to magnetically interact with the magnets to

correspondingly twist the respective blades to a corresponding positive or negative blade

angle, wherein the at least one controllable element includes the blade angle of the plurality

of blades.

14. A use of the system as claimed in claim 1 for reducing discomfort and/or sickness of

an occupant within the interior of the structure due to an external infrasound source.

15. A reversible infrasonic pressure fluctuation (infrasound) generating compressor,

comprising:

a housing defining a first opening interface and a second opening interface;

a rotor for rotating within the housing including a plurality of blades each having a

respective magnet, the plurality of blades formed of resilient material to twist in a range of

positive and negative blade angles to generate respective positive and negative airflows

between the first opening interface and the second opening interface;

a drive device configured to generate positive or negative current; and

an electromagnet controllable by the current from the drive device and positioned to

create a positive or negative magnetic field to magnetically interact with the magnets to

correspondingly twist the respective blades to a corresponding positive or negative blade

angle.



16. The compressor as claimed in claim 15, wherein the drive device controls the blade

angle of the blades at a specified frequency or frequencies.

17. The compressor as claimed in claim 15, wherein the specified frequency or

frequencies include an infrasound frequency or at least lower in frequency than 20 Hertz.

18. The compressor as claimed in claim 15, further comprising at least one controller to

control the drive device.

19. The compressor as claimed in claim 18, wherein the at least one controller is further

configured to determine first pressure sensor information indicative of the first opening

interface, and determine second pressure sensor information indicative of the second opening

interface, and control the drive device to cancel pressure oscillations indicative of the first

opening interface based on the first and second pressure sensor information.

20. The compressor as claimed in claim 19, wherein the at least one controller is

configured to determine at least one order harmonic signal from the first pressure sensor

information and determine at least one same order harmonic from the second pressure sensor

information, and wherein controlling the blade angle further includes cancelling pressure

oscillations of each of the determined harmonics.

21. The compressor as claimed in claim 15, further comprising a plurality of

housing-mounted magnetic stator vanes mounted to the housing between the first opening

interface and the second opening interface, the housing-mounted magnetic stator vanes

controllable by the electromagnet to correspondingly rotate or twist the housing-mounted

magnetic stator vanes to a corresponding positive or negative angle to further affect the

positive and negative airflows in combination with the plurality of blades.

22. The compressor as claimed in claim 15, wherein the electromagnet circumferentially

surrounds the blades.

23. The compressor as claimed in claim 15, further comprising a plurality of spinning

mode tubes positioned at the first opening interface or the second opening interface and

dimensioned to attenuate noise from operation of the compressor.



24. A use of the compressor as claimed in claim 15 for reducing discomfort or sickness of

an occupant within a structure due to an external infrasound source.

25. A method for controlling infrasonic pressure fluctuation (infrasound) of a structure

defining an interior, comprising:

determining first pressure sensor information indicative of the interior of the structure;

determining second pressure sensor information indicative of an exterior of the

structure; and

controlling, using at least one controller, at least one controllable element of a

reversible compressor which defines an interior opening interface open to the interior of the

structure and an exterior opening interface open to the exterior of the structure, to cancel

pressure oscillations within the interior of the structure based on the determined first and

second pressure sensor information.

26. The method as claimed in claim 25, wherein the first pressure sensor information and

the second pressure sensor information are representative of a difference between a sensed

pressure and a reference pressure.

27. The method as claimed in claim 25, further comprising individually band-pass

filtering at least one order of harmonic signal from the first pressure sensor information, and

individually band-pass filtering at least one order harmonic signal from the second pressure

sensor information, wherein controlling the at least one controllable element of the

compressor is based on each of the filtered harmonic signals.

28. The method as claimed in claim 25, further comprising applying at least one gain each

for one of the harmonics to which output collectively controls the at least one controllable

element, each gain providing a respective one of the at least one order harmonic signal from

the second pressure sensor information with a respective gain factor, wherein the respective

gain factor of each at least one gain controller is based from at least a same order of harmonic

signal from the first pressure sensor information.

29. The method as claimed in claim 25 for reducing discomfort or sickness of an occupant

within the structure due to an external infrasound source.

30. At least one controller device configured to perform the method of claim 25.
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reversible compressor to cancel pressure oscillations within the interior of the structure.
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the magnets.
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